At a time when most Western militaries are contracting and making room for budgetary cuts, the Russian military is going in the opposite direction. Anxious to make its defense capabilities more relevant to the contemporary security environment, the Russian political leadership has pushed for its military to modernize. But many substantial hurdles stand in the way.

The aim of this article is to examine Russian military modernization; the precise nature of the problems it faces; and the diplomatic, structural, and force-posture changes that are resulting from it. The article concludes that despite serious efforts on the part of the Russian military and civilian leadership, effective modernization of the Russian military is likely to be elusive. Modernizatsiia—modernization—is the buzz word of the moment in Russia. As one analyst puts it, “Modernization is the new Russian religion.” While the economy is obviously taking center stage in this process, the modernization of the Russian military is an important facet.

In what appears to be something of a root-and-branch discarding of old Soviet strategies and structures, the country’s armed forces are currently subject to a process of change that will, if the plan comes to ultimate fruition, leave them smaller, leaner, more deployable, and more effective in contemporary conflict scenarios. This transformation involves moves from conscription to professionalism, from mass to mobility, and from low-tech to high-tech. The head of the Russian armed forces has called the ongoing process “the country’s first serious military reorganization in the past forty years.” The hope within the corridors of the Kremlin is that Russia will soon have a “new look” military fit for the twenty-first century. To back this up, spending on the military in Russia is set to increase by some 50 percent over the next three years.

These bold moves—both in progress and planned—are, however, being stymied. They have to face a reality in which new ideas and concepts are meeting the weighty barriers provided by military conservatism, by a weak industrial base, and by economic reality. Naturally,
given the problems inherent in this transformation, the Russian military will, for a certain period into the future, be in a state of flux. It will thus be perceived as weaker. Any major transformation in any military will, at least for a period of time, leave it falling between two stools. As the early twentieth-century Russian military thinker Anton Kersnovskii put it, “the main difficulty of military organizational development lies in the dualism of the task: preparing for tomorrow’s war and at the same time correcting yesterday’s mistakes in case war breaks out today.”5 Russia, with a military undergoing a lengthy and painful transformation, is already, and will continue to be, a country feeling vulnerable. Like Israel, another state that feels vulnerable, Russia is more likely to engage in aggressive and preemptive military action to create that element of surprise that can overcome its “weakness.” Thus, we may see the Russian military adopting a very dangerous hair-trigger philosophy.

**Initial Moves to Reform**

As a general rule, military organizations do not change readily. They are less liable to change than organizations in the civilian world, because they are not subject to the same market or social forces. Historically, therefore, major change in military organizations has always been driven from two principal directions: either exogenously by civilian masters or endogenously after major defeat in war.6 Both pressures apply in regard to today’s Russian military. In terms of the first driver of change, Presidents Boris Yeltsin, Vladimir Putin, and Dmitry Medvedev have all tried to update the military and to force it to shake off its Soviet past. But they have always done so against opposition, as with any process of change in military organizations, from some elements in the top military brass. In Russia there is a phalanx of conservative generals, particularly within the bloated General Staff, which has always sought to impede the changes demanded by the country’s post–cold war political leaders.7 Such exogenously imposed changes naturally represent a threat, as they undermine the generals’ individual stakes within their organizations and the skill sets that saw them promoted to their exalted rank in the first place. Yeltsin, Putin, and Medvedev have all tried to block opposition by appointing a chief of the General Staff—the head of the military—from outside the mainstream General Staff. The rationale behind this decision is that the appointed officer, lacking a power base within the General Staff, will be more amenable to the wishes of his political bosses. The current incumbent, General Nikolai Makarov, clearly falls into this category, having been brought in from the Siberian military district. Although such moves have worked to some degree, Russia’s civilian leaders have never, at least until quite recently, managed to impose real change or even to get the pace of Russian military modernization out of first gear.

Discussions about the need for fundamental military reform actually started toward the end of the Soviet era and continued under Yeltsin. He, in particular, wanted to see an end to conscription: both to produce a more efficient military and because it would prove popular with voters. The process of ending conscription never moved as swiftly as he had hoped, though, and it still remains a problematic issue today (see below). The later presidents, Putin and Medvedev, wanted to take military reform yet further. When Putin took over from Yeltsin as president in 2000, the Russian armed forces were in a dire state. From the nuclear submarines slowly rusting at their moorings to the ill-disciplined troops fighting in Chechnya, the Russian military was proving to be but a shadow of its former Soviet self. A number of changes designed to fundamentally modernize the armed forces were introduced by Putin and, in turn, by his successor, Medvedev. Both made use of the growing oil and gas revenues that Russia was beginning to receive in the 2000s. Again, though, the process was sluggish—until, that is, the war with Georgia. This war pointed out starkly to the generals that significant modernization could be delayed no longer.

**The War with Georgia**

Here is where the second driver of major change comes in. The literature on change in military organizations points to the fact that dramatic change—“innovation,” indeed—can take place only after such organizations have been subject to defeat. “Defeat” is naturally too strong a word to describe what happened to Russian forces in the 2008 conflict with Georgia over South Ossetia. Several domestic observers, however, severely criticized the military’s performance, and the experience did lead to a good deal of navel gazing within the various force structures themselves.8 Although the airborne forces were seen to have performed creditably, the rest of the Russian military did not. The ground forces were too slow to react, and ponderous once they did react. The air force was short of suitable platforms to provide close air support, and air/ground cooperation was virtually nonexistent. The navy had the right class of vessel neither to effectively protect the maritime (Black Sea) flank nor to efficiently put ashore reinforcing troops. Overall, Russian forces lacked modern
military equipment—everything from combat radios to assault landing ships. In particular, C4ISR capabilities—the sine qua non of any self-respecting modern military organization—were lacking.

The 2008 war with Georgia acted as a catalyst, in the true sense of the word, for change in the Russian military. It drove home the need to deal with a range of problems relating principally to the following issues: conscription; the mobilization military; the ground forces; the air force; the navy; and the defense industry.

**Conscription**

It has long been realized in the West that the security demands of the contemporary era mean that military organizations can no longer be based on conscript service. Germany is the latest European country to announce that it is abandoning the concept. Modern armed forces should not be operating with a broad mass of badly trained and unmotivated short-service draftees. These conscripts never serve for long enough to gain the requisite expertise or skills necessary to handle today’s high-tech equipment or for the practice of contemporary high-tempo expeditionary and maneuver warfare.

Realizing that Russia would have to change if it wanted to remain an effective military power, Russia’s political leaders have long pushed for the ending of conscription. The mass that conscription provided was no longer relevant. The previous Soviet philosophy of having a mass of poorly trained conscripts operating cheap and simple equipment could no longer hope to bring victory on a modern battlefield. Moreover, these political leaders were well aware of the popularity of reducing the social burden of conscription. Yeltsin, in an edict of 1996, started the process of bringing conscription to an end. The conscripts were gradually to be replaced by contracted personnel—or kontraktniki—in a process of “professionalization.” Eventually, according to this edict, the conscript system would end in 2000.

By 2000, it was clear that Yeltsin’s aim would not be achieved. But Putin, when he became president in 2000, took up the mantle of military reform and tried to push it much further than Yeltsin. His particular take, based on an understanding that he could not overcome the military’s opposition to the ending of conscription, was to try and draw it down in a step-by-step fashion that would reduce numbers only gradually. Thus, it was decreed that in parallel with the recruitment of more kontraktniki would come a reduction in the conscripts’ term of service. Originally two years (for the ground forces), it has since 2007 come incrementally down to a more politically acceptable twelve months. Of course, halving the conscript term has meant—to keep the numbers the generals wanted—a doubling of the actual number of young men being called up in the twice-yearly draft (up to between 500,000 and 750,000 per annum). The conscription dragnet has therefore had to be spread ever wider over the last couple of years, and previous exemptions (such as for college students) no longer apply. Then there is the problem of demographics. The Russian population is falling, but the demand for conscripts is rising. For instance, back in 2002, 335,000 men were called up when the total population was 145.2 million. By 2008, the military was pulling in 334,000 out of a population of 142 million. In the next year, and with the new one-year term, the number of conscripts needed mushroomed to 625,000, while the population edged below 142 million. The figures just do not add up.

The natural concomitant of a shorter term of conscript service is that there is an overall drop in skill and experience levels among the conscripts. If even two years was considered too short a time to adequately train service personnel, then just one was clearly not long enough. Many conscripts do not even serve long enough to take part in one of the large annual military exercises.

The saving grace was supposed to become evident when enough professionals had been recruited. Once their skills were embedded and a new, “modernized” military emerged, there would be no need for conscripts at all. But it seems to be the case now that the plan to professionalize the Russian military has officially “failed.” Not enough young men have been tempted to join up, and most of those who did have not found the experience to their liking: the vast majority resigned after the initial three-year term was up, the principal complaint being that promises were not kept in relation to social provisions, such as pay and housing.

The Russian military is now caught between two stools. It is neither a conscript military nor a professional one. It has lost the capacity to act like the Soviet-era army, where sheer mass—accompanied by a minimum level of conscript capability—was used to create operational effectiveness. And the Russian armed forces have not yet gained the quality personnel that would give them the ability to act like a truly modern military.

**A Mobilization Military**

The move away from conscription toward kontraktniki has also signaled a move away from the idea of Russia having a mobilization military. Such a military is built on the
idea of recalling—at times of crisis—all the millions of young men who have been through conscription. Russia, since tsarist times, has always relied on this system. The mobilization system is, however, beset by inefficiencies. In order that the twenty million or so recalled conscripts have something to be recalled to, there must be cadre units. These would normally be manned only by a few commissioned and noncommissioned officers serving on innumerable underused and expensive to maintain bases across Russia. All the equipment schedules have to be kept for these notional twenty million men.

After the conflict with Georgia, Defense Minister Anatoly Serdyukov drove through a plan that envisioned the end of the mobilization system. One result was a massive reduction in the number of officers (originally slated to drop from 350,000 to 150,000 by 2012). Most of these redundancies came from the cadre units. By late 2010, the military had lost 180,000 such officers, and a thousand cadre units disappeared. Then came the rethink. Since Russian officers were performing roles that would, in Western armies, be the lot of noncommissioned officers (NCOs), and since the Russian military did not have any NCOs to speak of, people realized that the military needed lots of officers. Thus, in February 2011, seventy thousand of the sacked officers were taken back.

It seems clear now, though, that the first post-Georgia flush of enthusiasm to rid of the mobilization military is waning. As things stand, in time of war, 700,000 reservists are to be recalled (but these having served only one year!). This would take Russia’s military strength (army, navy, and air force combined) up to two million—and, after further reductions, up to only 1.7 million by 2012. Again, though, the situation is one of falling between two stools. On the one hand, real mass cannot be created; and on the other, neither are the skills apparent that professional militaries use (alongside high-tech equipment) as a substitute for mass.

The Ground Forces

The ground forces were perceived to have been found wanting in the Georgian war. The closest major Russian formation to South Ossetia, the Fifty-Eighth Army, was seen to be too slow to react—even though most of its units had been on exercise not far from the Georgian border just prior to the start of the war. Moreover, once engaged in combat, operational efficiency was hindered by an overall lack of C4ISR capability—exemplified by a severe shortage of drone aircraft and a complete absence of force-tracker facilities. Thus, there were command-and-control failures, a lack of coordination (interservice, interarm, interformation and interunit), and an inability to direct precision-guided munitions (PGMs) (if any were ever present!) onto targets.

The ground forces’ structures were ill suited to the type of all-out conventional warfare seen in World Wars I and II, and to the conflict envisaged by all the major potential protagonists during the cold war. Divisions (whether Russian or NATO) traditionally consist of three regiments; and these regiments can be armored, armored infantry, or basic infantry—depending on the type of division. Once the cold war was over, Western armies—such as those of the United States and the United Kingdom—realized that the division was too large and unwieldy a formation for the expeditionary operations that were in vogue post-1989. The United States and the United Kingdom adopted the brigade as the new basic building block during the 1990s. Roughly a third the size of a division and with generally lighter equipment, brigades are more manageable and easier to send abroad on operations.

It had been recognized for some time in Russia that the division had outlived its usefulness. The experience of the Russian military in the August 2008 war with Georgia painfully demonstrated just how necessary the changes were. The Georgians, despite the numerical imbalance apparent between their forces and those of Russia, proved that in a compact theater of operations, and over a limited time period and in a fast-moving war, they were capable of providing a considerable threat. Such encounters called for firm command and control over units, subunits, and support assets in a war of high operational tempo—just the capabilities the Russians, with their division-based structure, lacked. The realization seemed stark: the smaller brigade was, even for Russia, the formation of choice.

Those Russian generals who wanted to keep the divisions were undermined by the experiences of the Georgian war. With such opposition weakened, Medvedev and Serdyukov immediately grasped the opportunity to try and push through their plans for structural reorganization. In October 2008, Medvedev announced a program to completely overhaul the ground forces, including replacing all divisions with permanent readiness brigades. Some 83 ground forces brigades have now been created from...
the 203 old divisions. Although encouraging noises were initially made about the way these new brigades were being formed and about their training going so well, it is difficult to see how such radical structural changes could have bedded in so quickly. Indeed, with the drop-off in kontraktniki recruitment and with the conscripts now serving so short a time, these brigades are nowhere near fully manned or appropriately trained. Thus, they are not “permanent readiness” formations. One analyst has even worked out that the Russian army only has five battalions (circa eighteen hundred men) that are capable of immediate deployment anywhere. 23 Again, the two stools scenario is evident. The old divisions have gone, but their replacements are not yet ready. Whatever the encouraging rhetoric, the ground forces have been left significantly weakened in operational terms by modernizatsiia—and will probably remain so for some time to come.

The Air Force

The Russian air force, in terms of numbers and on-paper capabilities, is second only to that of the United States. Apart from the United States, Russia is the only country with strategic aviation capabilities that continue to form a pillar of its nuclear triad.

The Russian air force’s performance in the Georgian war was much criticized, and calls for its urgent modernization were made in the aftermath of the conflict. Criticism mostly stemmed from the loss of a Tu-22M3 strategic bomber to Georgian air defenses during a reconnaissance flight on the very first day of the conflict. The Russian air force lost six planes during the conflict, with four shot down by friendly fire. Russian aircraft were shown to be incapable both of suppressing enemy air defenses and of avoiding such friendly fire incidents because of poor air-to-ground and interservice communications. It was not the pilots’ skill and training that were criticized; rather, the predominant weakness was noted as being a complete lack of technologies commonplace in Western analogues. Prominent here would be the lack of effective means to coordinate between forces in the air and on the ground, and the lack of PGMs.

The plans subsequently set in train for modernizing the air force are in line with the rationale for Russian military modernization more broadly. The need for changing and streamlining the personnel structure has been addressed to a large degree, and the conversion of air force units to permanent readiness status has been emphasized. As with other branches of the military, though, the air force has been struggling to recruit pilots and professional person-
lives of other aircraft, including the Tu-95 and Tu-160 strategic bombers.\textsuperscript{30}

It is at the very least questionable, though, as to whether these latest ambitious plans are completely realistic, both economically and in terms of the Russian defense industry’s capacity to make good on the orders. It is not just a question of the new designs—such as the T-50—appearing on time, or of new Soviet-era models actually being built as promised; it is also a question of making good on the upgrades of existing machines. The modernization of aging strategic aircraft is proving costly and proceeding slowly. The development of a new-generation strategic bomber is unlikely to begin before 2020.\textsuperscript{31}

The situation surrounding rotary-wing aircraft is also problematic. The helicopter fleet that had been under command of the ground forces was subordinated to the air force in 2003. Concerns have been expressed that this helicopter force is now suffering from neglect by its new overlords, since it does not fit into an air force culture dominated by the fast jet. Analysts have also questioned whether the planned purchases of new combat, reconnaissance, and transport helicopters are sufficient to meet the requirements of the eighty-three newly created ground forces brigades.\textsuperscript{32}

Political will alone cannot guarantee that Russia will maintain the world’s second most powerful air force. For as with much surrounding the issue of Russian military modernization, in many ways it is not down to the individual services themselves or to the government’s financial largesse, particularly where the procurement of new equipment is concerned. These services are beholden to the country’s military–industrial complex. Without the defense industry “modernizing” itself and being able to produce the necessary equipment, the modernizatsiia of the Russian military will go only so far.

The Navy

For much of the post-Soviet era, the Russian navy counted itself fortunate if it could put even one reasonably sized vessel to sea. Indeed, besides the few ballistic-missile submarines (SSBNs) that it managed, for deterrence purposes, to keep afloat (see below), Russia had no real operational navy to speak of throughout the 1990s and the early 2000s. Those warships not scrapped were, for the most part, left to quietly atrophy in port for want of repairs or fuel; and those ships that did venture out often attracted the wrong sort of attention. The aircraft carriers Kiev and Minsk, once proud leviathans of the Soviet fleet, were towed off to China to become, respectively, a floating casino and the centerpiece of an amusement park. The submarine Kursk sank with the loss of 118 lives after an on-board torpedo explosion in 2000. When a minisubmarine got into difficulties in 2005 and sank in the Pacific, the stranded crew had to be rescued by a joint Royal Navy/U.S. Navy operation. In 2008, the newly built nuclear attack submarine Nerpa suffered an accidental release of fire-retardant gas while on trials, and twenty-three died. The Nerpa itself had been under construction for some fifteen years and was launched just in time for it to become obsolete. It is now being leased to India. Where the Russian navy was concerned, it seemed there was little of which to be proud.

What replacement building programs there were during the majority of the post-Soviet period tended to concentrate either on SSBNs or on small, coastal vessels. With little investment, the navy thus seemed to be adopting only two—rather contrasting—roles: that of nuclear deterrent and of coastal protection force. It was a strange combination.

But the navy has now been given new emphasis. Making use of recently overhauled vessels, Russian flotillas are now being sent on flag-waving, blue-water voyages to South America, India, and the Far East. Russian frigates and destroyers have also, since October 2008, been part of antipiracy patrols off Somalia. Eyes are being cast overseas with negotiations ongoing in relation to obtaining basing rights for Russian warships in Syria, Vietnam, and Yemen.\textsuperscript{33}

This new emphasis has not just been about getting older vessels out to sea but is also about building new vessels that will provide Russia with a genuine maritime power-projection capability in the future. Here is the true modernization. Russian admirals have talked, since 2007, of laying down six aircraft carriers and their attendant guard ships. This goal, though, is viewed as aspirational in the extreme. Where ships of such a size would even be built is problematic enough. Very large Soviet vessels were always constructed at the port of Nikolayev (Mykolayiv), which is now in Ukraine. This is where the only current Russian aircraft carrier, the Admiral Kuznetsov, was built. Other Russian yards, even if they could build slipways of sufficient size, have also not been able to maintain the dockyard skills that are necessary to build such complicated units as aircraft carriers. Even though Russia’s economic fortunes have suffered since the admirals’ heady talk of building so many carriers, there has still been a genuine desire not to undercut the government’s investment in the navy. In October 2009, Medvedev announced: “I am convinced that over the next decade we
indicating that reform of the defense industry would in the development of new and innovative technologies, criticized the Russian arms industry for its failure to engage after the aftermath of the Georgian war. Medvedev publicly criticized the Russian arms industry for its failure to engage during the conflict, it did so in a fairly rudimentary manner. The fleet does not possess the LHDs that could land substantial numbers of troops—either in the case of an opposed beach landing or in terms of a heliborne lift. The Russian navy is behind other navies in not having LHDs. Virtually every North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) navy of any size (bar that of Germany) has such ships in their fleets. They are the staple of any maritime power-projection capability.

The current Mistral deal is one whereby a French yard will construct two vessels, while Russian engineers basically watch and learn. Another two Mistral-class ships will then be built in St. Petersburg with French engineers providing direction. Thus, Russia will gain several prized LHDs, while at the same time also acquiring the shipbuilding skills necessary to construct not just LHDs but also other sophisticated warships.

All this talk of Russian naval expansion, of course, may founder on the rocks of economic reality. Even if Russia’s economy remains in rude health, the practical problems associated with a wide-ranging naval building program are not insubstantial. These include the fact that Russia’s defense industrial base, as in the aerospace field, is not currently fine-tuned enough to outfit large capital ships with all the necessary sophisticated technologies. The whole of the Russian economy, indeed, needs to be modernized, so that aircraft carriers, fifth-generation fighters, PGMs, and all the other cutting-edge military technologies that the Russian military is currently short of can be procured. Herein lies one of the major problems associated with the entire Russian military modernization process: the lack of a military manufacturing base able to deliver the required products.

**The Defense Industry**

The success or otherwise of Russian military modernization will rely to a large extent on the development and procurement of new weapons and equipment. In the aftermath of the Georgian war, Medvedev publicly criticized the Russian arms industry for its failure to engage in the development of new and innovative technologies, indicating that reform of the defense industry would become a focus of attention in the coming years. With all the political will in the world, however, reforming this sector will be a complex task for which there is no quick-fix solution.

Today’s Russian defense manufacturers are the remnants of a once-monolithic Soviet military–industrial complex that employed almost 8 million workers in 1990 (around 1.5 million today). With the disappearance of the ready markets of the Soviet and Warsaw Pact militaries, these defense enterprises lost much of their customer base. While the industry has been able to prop itself up through exports during the post–cold war period, little has been reinvested in the research and development (R&D) of new and innovative products. Although government spending on arms procurement orders has risen exponentially in recent years and a sum of 13 trillion rubles—equating to $420 billion U.S.—has been earmarked for the state armaments program up to 2020, mere cash injections are unlikely to solve the broader problems affecting the Russian defense industry. In fact, there are grave doubts about the industry’s actual capacity to fulfill the state armaments program. At a Duma hearing on the state of the Russian defense industry in June 2010, Defense Committee Chairman Viktor Zavarsin spoke of the industry’s continuing crisis in spite of the measures so far taken by the government. He expressed reservations, in terms of the requisite quality and quantities, as to the arms manufacturers’ ability to complete orders. He highlighted, too, the inadequate pace of R&D as well as structural and personnel issues that appear to be difficult to overcome.

There are, though, a few bright spots. Parts of the Russian defense industry continue to be successful in certain niche areas and can attract exports. In most cases, these sales relate to updated versions of old Soviet models: fighter jets, armored personnel carriers, and air defense systems, for example. Despite the global financial crisis, Russian defense exports rose to $7.9 billion U.S. in 2009 (up 10 percent from 2008), and again to $10 billion U.S. in 2010. Aviation-related technologies made up over half these figures. Unfortunately, the older models that Russia is selling abroad can contribute little to improving the state of the Russian military itself. As the experience of the Georgian war showed, it was not Russia’s lack of “legacy systems”—such as aircraft or tanks—that impeded its performance but the lack of more cutting-edge technologies. Included here are computer systems to enhance command, control, and communications (and PGMs) and unmanned aerial vehicles. Lacking also are those technologies seen now as standard in most Western militaries, such as night-vision...
AIDS and radio communications systems for individual infantry soldiers. Critics have cautioned that recently procured equipment hailed as “new” technology—such as the Iskander-M missile complex and the T-90A tank—are merely modernized versions of Soviet-era systems. The T-90A, especially, should be no match for Western main battle tanks.41

Aleksandr Konovalov of the Institute for Strategic Assessment and Analysis in Moscow, with the Georgian experience in mind, summed up the whole dilemma by asking: “Why do we need new tanks if the commanding general has to request fire support over a mobile telephone when his men come under fire? Why a fifth-generation aircraft if there are no missiles for it to carry that can destroy PVO [air defense] complexes without having to enter their kill zone?”42 The Russian defense industry, it is clear, has failed to make the leap from cold war-era “dumb-iron” equipment to twenty-first-century sophistication. There is a hiatus. This means that the Russian Defense Ministry must now increasingly fill this gap by looking abroad to import the technologies it needs: from ships such as the French Mistral to drone aircraft from Israel.43

The Russian defense industry’s problems are not just due to a lack of investment and of R&D over the last twenty or so years. The situation is also exacerbated by serious structural problems that are themselves very difficult to address. One such problem is the industry’s lack of new blood. The workforce is aging, with more than 90 percent of personnel now over fifty years old. There are few incentives to encourage a younger intake.44 During the Soviet era, employment in the defense industry was esteemed, but nowadays few young scientists or engineers with relevant technical knowledge and experience are willing to work in this increasingly moribund sector, preferring employment in the more profitable private sector or to take their skills abroad.45

What also makes this defense industrial base problem so difficult for the government to deal with is that advances in military R&D cannot be achieved in isolation. They cannot be divorced from the greater malaise affecting science in general in Russia. In October 2009, in an open letter to President Medvedev, dozens of prominent Russian scientists warned of the “looming collapse” of Russian science. They cited inadequate funding, lack of strategic planning, and the decreasing prestige of scientific careers as central concerns that need to be urgently addressed.46

Engineering is another problem. The Russian defense industry is affected by a lack of modern equipment required for the production of state-of-the-art military hardware. More than two-thirds of the lasts, lathes, and other machine tools in the defense industry have been in service for more than twice their allotted life spans. Even if they were functioning perfectly, they would still not be able to manufacture any of the modern military technologies that, in an ideal world, Russian scientists might develop. Much of the existing machinery requires urgent replacement—a demand that cannot be met by the Russian machine-tool industry itself. Lack of development here is particularly serious in the electronics sector.47

In sum, there seems to be a disconnect between the heady rhetoric associated with the modernizing of the Russian military and the defense industry’s actual capacity to deliver the requisite advanced systems required to fight modern war and conflicts.48 Some aspects of modern-izatsiia, such as the move from divisions to brigades, have been (seemingly) implemented with impressive speed. But similarly speedy results will be impossible where reforming the Russian defense industry is concerned. Even if the political leadership is serious about tackling this particular issue, and even if the necessary investments are made, it will still remain a long and drawn-out process. The neglect of twenty years cannot be made up in just one or two.49

### Nuclear Triad

The fact that the cold war never became “hot” can, in many respects, be put down to the degree of confidence that both superpowers felt in their ability to deter each other through the idea of mutually assured destruction. This idea works, of course, only if the destruction can be more or less assured. The state of today’s Russian nuclear deterrent, however, means that its ability to provide the requisite degree of destruction is questionable.

The nuclear deterrents of the great powers are traditionally based on a triad. This is a system whereby nuclear weapons can be delivered by air, land, or sea, thus increasing the chance that a certain number will always reach their targets. In Russia, the triad system started to break down after the end of the Soviet Union. The air component of nuclear delivery was neutered by a lack of aircrew training time, of basic aircraft maintenance, and of replacement programs. On land, the aging silo-based intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs)—the SS-18, SS-19, and S-25—have had their service lives continually extended. But the static nature of their silos means they will always remain vulnerable to a U.S. nuclear first-strike capability.50 This is especially true since the accuracy of U.S. missiles has increased markedly in recent years.
In light of these issues, Moscow has put more faith in developing the mobile (vehicle-mounted), and thus less vulnerable, Topol-M ICBM, and in submarine-launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs). The spending on the SSBNs and the missiles to be launched from them absorbs some 40 percent of Russia’s entire defense budget. Although Moscow has always had in place—despite the country’s economic woes during the 1990s—a building program to produce at least a few new SSBNs to replace boats that were reaching the end of their operational lives, the rate of construction has been painfully slow. While one new SSBN has just become operational (the Iuri Dolgorukii), there are currently only about ten of the older SSBNs left. Of these, few now venture far from port on their patrols for fear of breaking down.

An additional problem here has been with the missiles that are slated to be launched from the new SSBNs. The latest Russian SLBM, the Bulava (based on the Topol-M), is currently undergoing tests. Early firings of this missile were producing a failure rate of more than 50 percent. Part of the problem here was, again, that the defense industry had not moved on and that the sector devoted to missile development in particular was suffering from a lack of R&D. There was talk, indeed, of the whole Bulava program being scrapped, but this would have been unlikely given that there are no other Russian SLBMs under development. Recent (up to August 2011) tests of the Bulava, however, have been more successful; and even a “salvo launch” (one immediately after the other) is planned for October 2011.

Overall, Russia has reason to be nervous about the current effectiveness of its nuclear deterrent. While the numbers on paper look impressive, there is something of the Potemkin village about the whole system. There is a feeling, moreover, that Russia’s nuclear arsenal is not now comprehensive enough to overcome any potential future U.S. ballistic missile defense (BMD) shield. Such a shield, if built, would fundamentally undermine Moscow’s nuclear deterrence capability and add to a general sense in Russia that the country is militarily weak. Although this is a fear that might have been manufactured, or at least exacerbated, by Kremlin spin, Russians as a whole do see the single biggest threat to their country as coming, not from Chechen/Islamist terrorism but rather from the proposed U.S. BMD shield. The only way that this shield can be overcome is either by overwhelming it through a mass launch of Russian missiles—which the country simply does not have—or by enhancing the capabilities of the missiles it does have: upgrading through modernization. In this regard, and in announcing the

The perceived weakness of this triad means that the Kremlin was pleased with the START agreement of March 2010. The treaty limits favor Moscow in that it does not have to cut any of its own nuclear warheads or delivery systems—the numbers of ICBMs and warheads in its own triad are actually below the negotiated caps. Only the United States has had to bring its numbers down. Normally, in the arranging of such international security treaties, negotiating from a position of military weakness—as Russia was—is not conducive to the ability to drive a hard bargain. Moscow has been lucky, however, in that Washington seems not to be too interested in the shape of Russia’s current and future nuclear arsenal. Rather, in terms of perceived security threats, Washington has its eye more on the terrorist ball than on the Russian one. Additionally, under START, Russia does not have to reduce the number of its tactical nuclear weapons. It has more of these than the United States. These are prized and important assets to Moscow, and they have become even more prized and important as Russia’s conventional military has become weaker. They are seen more and more as the fallback option if Russia one day faces some sort of defeat in a conventional conflict—against the likes of Georgia or China. In the largest Russian military exercise held since the end of the cold war—conducted recently in the Russian Far East—tactical nuclear weapons (i.e., mines) were notionally “exploded” as part of the exercise play. This fact alone seems to confirm that Russia’s conventional military weakness has led to a reduction in its nuclear-use threshold.

**Conclusion**

The current modernization in the Russian military is long overdue. Because it is long overdue, it has to be completed in a rushed, haphazard fashion and against a backdrop of a military–industrial complex unable to fulfill its role in the process.

Traditionally, military modernization is not achieved lightly, given the bureaucratic inertia and cultural norms that are always present. When, as in the current situation in Russia, such barriers to change are aided and abetted
by any number of additional problems (not to mention the rampant corruption that is endemic across all levels of Russian state institutions, including the military), then it must be expected that Russia’s armed forces will be striving for some time to become truly “modern.” In essence, what should have been accomplished as an evolution over many years, and should have begun during the Yeltsin era, is now being attempted as a revolution in the post-Georgian war era. As with any revolutionary change, a good deal of disruption and disaffection has been created.

Moreover, the current Russian military is a weakened military. The psychology of the tsarist/Soviet/Russian military has always been that numbers counted, that mass would prevail. Numbers inspired confidence, and numbers could deter. But the current Russian military is losing numbers while not making up for them by creating smaller, more professional forces equipped with the requisite technologies. Quality is not replacing quantity.

The military is in a state of flux. Russian politicians and military figures both now lack a genuine confidence in the armed forces’ ability to deter. This can have two consequences. Either Russia takes large steps to avoid the possibility of military confrontation by stressing diplomatic solutions to possible threat scenarios (as the tsarist government did in 1914), or it goes the opposite way, fearing that any state is threatening military action against Russia then the hair trigger comes into operation (Israeli-style). That is, the mentality of the first, preemptive strike becomes paramount—taking advantage of surprise—and using what assets Russia now has. The alternative is to take the risk of waiting to be attacked and maybe “losing.”

What is clear is that, with its armed forces currently weakened by the process of change, the sense of vulnerability generated has led Russia, in classic confirmation of the security dilemma concept, to magnify the threats it faces, or thinks it faces. Conscious of its vulnerability to threats, real or imagined, Moscow may begin to look more and more toward the inflexible tool of its tactical nuclear weapons as its principal defense mechanism. While no one really supposes that such weapons will be used in any confrontation with the West, the same cannot be said of any possible conflict with the Chinese. Ironically, Beijing’s military still relies on mass. The best modern military counter to mass is to employ either PGMs or tactical nuclear weapons. The Russian military has hardly any of the former but plenty of the latter. Hair triggers and tactical nuclear weapons are not comfortable bedfellows.
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